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Acconeer appoints Ted Hansson as new CEO to 
drive sales growth
Acconeer AB (publ) (Ticker: ACCON), a leader in radar sensor technology, 
announces the appointment of Ted Hansson as its new Chief Executive Officer, 
effective July 1st, 2024.

Ted Hansson brings extensive experience in driving sales and business growth in the
technology sector. Based in Asia, he has over 20 years of experience in managing and scaling 
global semiconductor business and previously held senior leadership roles at Fingerprint Cards 
AB,
including President of Mobile, PC, and Access China business, and interim group CEO. He has 
also worked for Ericsson and Samsung Semiconductor. Ted will be based at Acconeer's Malmoe 
headquarters. Ted holds a Master’s degree in electrical engineering.

Thomas Rex, Chairman of the Board, commented:
“We are thrilled to welcome Ted to Acconeer. His proven track record in driving sales and
expanding market reach in the tech sector makes him the ideal leader for our next growth
phase. Ted played a crucial role in establishing Fingerprints as a dominant player in the
smartphone market and expanding into laptops. We look forward to his contributions in
advancing our strategic goals and enhancing shareholder value."

"I also want to thank Lars Lindell for his enormous contribution over the past 9 years,
transforming Acconeer from a startup to a leading player in the industry."

Incoming CEO Ted Hansson stated:
“I am excited and honored to join Acconeer at this pivotal time. Acconeer’s innovative radar
technology is poised for further deployment across multiple industries. I look forward to working
with the talented team to drive sales growth, market expansion, and value for our customers
and shareholders.”

For additional information, please contact:
Thomas Rex, Chairman of the Board, Acconeer, Phone: +46 10218 92 00, E-mail: ir@acconeer.
com

This information is information that Acconeer is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU Market 
Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the 
contact persons set out above, at 2024-06-13 19:10 CEST.
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About Acconeer AB
With ground-breaking technology, Acconeer has developed a radar sensor that opens a new 
world of interaction. Acconeer Micro Radar Sensor, with low power consumption, high precision, 
small size and high robustness, is a 60GHz robust and cost-effective sensor for detection, 
distance measurement, motion detection and camera-supported applications with low power 
consumption. Acconeer combines the advantage of low power consumption with highly accurate 
pulsed radar systems of coherent radar, all integrated into a component with a surface area of 
only 28 mm2. The radar sensor can be included in a range of mobile consumer products, from 
smartphones to wearables, but also in areas such as robots, drones, the Internet of Things, 
healthcare, automotive, industrial robots and security and monitoring systems. Acconeer is a 
semiconductor company and, as a business model, sells hardware to manufacturers of consumer 
electronics products. Acconeer is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market with the ticker code 
ACCON, Redeye is the company's Certified Advisor (CA). For more information: www.acconeer.

.com
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